We also extend and organize a variety of results in the literature for the families do,B , /p,c a;nd 9o,6 and identify the form of the support points of d",B and /r,0.
, the starlike functions of order o(Sr(i): {r}) and for some real number 7. These families were introduced in [15] . Note that / € dop if and only if /(0):0, "f'(0): 1 and "f' (r) e Sf(o). Alternatively, dop:,tr(a),the family of convex functions of order a. Note also that do,B:€@), the family of close-to-convex functions of order B introduced in [16] . (See also [10] .)
For q ) 0 and lpl1C,\et /n,, denote the set of functions f in .d such that /(0):0,"f' (0) 89 , the closed convex hull of I is denoted by co,9 and the set of extreme points of a9 is denoted by Ecog. We use ,9' to denote the set of derivatives of functions in I , i.e. 9' : {f' , f e g} .
In many places in the literature ([3] , [5] , [1] , [10] , [13] , [15] ) properties of the families do,p,/p,q ar.d 9o,6 have been studied. Questions concerning their closed convex hulls, extreme points, support points, as well as inclusion relations, have been addressed. For example, using our terminology, in [5] it was shown that, for h) 4, coT,!,0 : co.dj;r_r: gtr*-r,tr*+r. In [1] , [11] , [14] and [15] An application of Lemma 2 now yields the stated form.
In [5] it was shown that, for k > 2,, lx egck-1) and that, for k > 4, d/* =6€(rk -1). These results can be extended to similar results relating /n,o to do,g. 
Support points
The following result for d,,p was obtained by the first author in [15] . For completeness we include the proof.
Theorem 7. Let fo be a support point of do, §.
where N is a positive integer, 0 ( )6 < 1, »fl=r lt : 1, lrrl : ! for k:!,2,...,N, lyol: l"l :L and c* -7. Remark. As pointed out in [15] , if 0 : 1 and o ( 1, then the argument [14] can be modified to show that each kernel (L -rz) l$ -yr)r+", lrl : lyl : r * y, is actually an exposed point of d [,r. Hence Edl,r: {k'(z;n,y) i lrl : lyl :7,n *y}.
We suspect the same is true for .do,p when B > 1, but this has yet to be demonstrated.
Proof of Theorem 7. i) Let Hence hs(z): LIO -usz)9*e for some lt ol : 1 and f'oQ) : (L * cnxnz)P lG -ror)9*".
This completes the proof of (i) when B > 7.
Case (b): 0 : l. In this case it was shown in [12] That is, (f (")-r(r))'|"*u < (1+ cz)l$-z), where , -"2i((a0t*b0)l@-tb)). This is the assertion in the Lemma. A crucial ingredient in our proof of (1-z)9+e n=t then la2(o6,zo)l , maxl,l-l laz(t,a)1. We claim this also shows that -il/l 6Ti,o) gg,g*", wheres :p and 0 :ik-d.
Since &(z; x,y) €'Yo,o for l"l : lyl : L, we krrow ?p,B+" e 6/i,q. However, it follows from Lemmas 11 and 12 that k'(z;u,y) < (1 + z)01$ -z)9+" for all l"l : lyl : 1. Since 9p**":a {tc'(z;n,y) | lrl : lvl : 1}, we also have (1+z'B 6
ep,B+" * ö:#i:1* 2u",". 
